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Aimed at uplifting the livelihood of the rural community in 

Kampung Tudan, Sabah, Mah Sing Foundation (MSF) collaborated 

with Hopes Malaysia for the Mushroom Cultivation Project. This 

initiative is designed with the objective to ease the plight of 

the affected community, whereby the villagers struggles daily 

for clean water supply and the children’s access to education 

were frequently affected due to their lack of means for quality 

living. 

Recognised by the prestigious 2019 JCI Malaysia Sustainable 

Development Awards, this project has successfully empowered 

the villagers of Kampung Tudan to generate about 30% to 

60% additional income per month, which has significantly 

enhanced their living standards – enabling them to adopt 

new agriculture skills for the cultivation of oyster mushrooms.  

Through MSF’s partnership with Hopes Malaysia, this high 

impact project has aided to eradicate poverty. This initiative 

is in line with the Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) No 1 

– eradicate poverty in all of its forms through multi-stakeholder 

partnerships, which falls under SDG No 17 – Partnerships for 

the Goals. 

The Mushroom Cultivation Project was officially launched on 

November 2018 to construct a mushroom cultivation farm as 

a solution to create a more economically sustainable community 

amid high demand of mushrooms in Sabah – especially from 

the hospitality industry. 

The Mushroom 
Cultivation Project

30% to 60% additional

income per month
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oyster mushrooms



In recognition of Mah Sing Foundation’s (MSF) commitment to build a better community, MSF was recently honoured with 

2 prestigious awards at the 2019 JCI Malaysia Sustainable Development Awards for its Mushroom Cultivation 

Project in collaboration with Hopes Malaysia. The award ceremony was organised by JCI Malaysia and endorsed by 

the United Nations Malaysia. 

The Mushroom Cultivation Project was named “Winner” for 2 categories – Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) 

No. 1 (No Poverty) and No. 17 (Partnership for the Goals). The mushroom cultivation facility is successfully generating 

about 30% to 60% extra income per month for the villagers there.

Commenting on this latest achievement, Mah Sing’s Founder and Group Managing Director, Tan Sri Dato’ Sri 

Leong Hoy Kum said, “We are extremely honoured and proud to be recognised with such prestigious accolades 

at the 2019 JCI Malaysia Sustainable Development Awards. These wins are on the back of the hardwork and 

dedication of the MSF team as well as our generous donors in ensuring that we continue to positively impact 

the lives of the community at large. Moving forward, we will continue to help those in need to enhance their 

lives for a better future through the Foundation.”

The Mushroom Cultivation Project was officially launched on November 2018 to construct a mushroom cultivation 

farm as a solution to create a more economically sustainable community amid high demand of mushrooms in 

Sabah – especially from the hospitality industry. The contribution from MSF was used to improve their infrastructure 

and to harvest mushroom seeds. 

Mushroom Cultivation 
Project Recognised at the Prestigious 2019
JCI Malaysia Sustainable Development Awards 



Mah Sing supported the opening of Penang’s Digital Library 

(PDL) in Southbay Plaza, Batu Maung recently as one of the 

main sponsors to achieve the state government’s aim to 

transform Batu Maung into the next attraction hub, which is 

the 2nd phase of the Tourism, Technology, Transportation & 

Tranquillity plan.

Mah Sing is leveraging on its expertise as an experienced 

property developer for the Digital Library’s renovation 

works, which includes interior designing provisions as well 

as the supply of furniture. Mah Sing is investing back into the 

Southbay City whereby its kiosks will be utilised for the Digital 

Library. 

In line with Mah Sing’s tagline, “Reinvent Spaces. Enhance 

Life,” the opening of the PDL has aided in providing quality 

education as it will be extremely beneficial for the local 

communities and residents – serving as a place for interaction 

and team building that is suitable for parents and the public. 

This initiative auger well for SDG No 1 – Quality Education, 

which aims to provide equal access to quality higher education. 

Tapping into SDG No 17 – Partnership for Goals, the PDL is in 

partnership with the Penang State Government to enable the 

young entrepreneurs to inspire and create more innovative 

ideas. Under this pillar, Mah Sing has embraced the importance 

of multi-stakeholder partnerships that mobilises shared 

knowledge, expertise, technology, and financial resources to 

support the achievement of SDGs nationwide. 

The PDL is the next phase in the evolution of digital libraries 

for the Barat Daya – developed for the North East district. 

The PDL @ Batu Maung will be a formal centre for Science, 

Technology, Engineering, Art & Mathematic (S.T.E.A.M) education. 

It is tailored specifically for students to leverage on the free 

high-speed internet to study in a conducive environment, which 

will greatly benefit nearby surrounding schools i.e. SJK C Wen 

Khai, SK Batu Maung, and SK Permatang Damar Laut. 

Opening of Penangʼs 
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Industrialised Building System (IBS)

As one of the leading and sustainable property developer 

brand names in Malaysia, Mah Sing is committed to 

deliver sustainable and high quality homes for 

generations to come. Great emphasis has been 

placed on building M Aruna township to feed the 

growing need of affordable landed family homes in a 

well-crafted environment. 

M Aruna is Mah Sing’s third township in Rawang, and 

Mah Sing’s presence spans 480 acres between the 

three townships. When M Aruna was in the planning 

stage, the management has envisioned this third 

township to be different and more sustainable. The 

unique selling proposition of this sustainable 

township is that M Aruna is the first pilot project by 

Mah Sing which adopts the Industrialised Building 

System (IBS) using precast technology. Refer to the 

infographic as below to gauge what are the benefits 

of IBS.

 

One of the most significant benefits is it increases 

work efficiency, reduce labour force, shorten delivery 

time and able to produce better finishing, which is 

very crucial to the potential buyers. Mah Sing as one 

of the innovation-driven property developer, is 

practising SDG No. 9 – Industry, Innovation and 

Infrastructure. The investment in infrastructure 

and innovation are crucial drivers of economic 

growth and development. As one of the leading 

examples in the industry, Mah Sing is promoting 

sustainably business by investing in innovative 

methods, which is also the key driver to facilitate 

sustainable development.

Mah Sing’s efforts does not stop there. Apart from 

providing a comfortable and sustainable living 

environment for the home owners, Mah Sing sees 

the importance of providing a safer and cleaner 

environment for the workers. The usage of IBS auger 

well for SDG No. 8 – Decent Work and Economic 

Growth, which encourages sustainable economic 

growth by achieving greater productivity through 

technology. 

This wel l -planned 11-acre township was also 

designed to emanate the peacefulness like living in 

a garden, providing a green sanctuary to encourage 

sustainability and the best layout to promote energy 

saving within the township. This project also focused 

on including green features where the integration of 

ecology and property development meets, which is 

very much in line with the Group’s tagline – “Reinvent 

Spaces and Enhance Life.” 

Benefit of IBS and Key Achievement
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Energy efficiency 
of assets / building

Mah Sing recent ly embarked on energy saving 

ini t iat ives by investing in green technology, which 

supports the United Nations Sustainable Development 

Goals number 7: Affordable and Clean Energy. 

This forward-looking initiative is in efforts to increase 

the efficiency level and reduce maintenance cost, 

whilst simultaneously aid to offset the Greenhouse 

Gases (GHG) Emissions. 

Despite the additional cost incurred for sustainable 

and commercial initiatives during the initial stage, 

the long-term recurrent cost reduction and potential 

increase on asset valuation will significantly contribute 

positively to the Group’s sustainability. This is line 

with Mah Sing’s key focus to continue our efforts in 

becoming a responsible and sustainable property 

developer. 

Among the key initiatives in sustainable development, 

include usage of low embodied energy materials and 

high performance materials – to increase the efficiency 

of operational and reduce maintenance costs, whilst 

minimising the usage carbon footprints and emissions. 

Star Avenue

-  Awarded an energy saving project by replacing the 

 existing car park fluorescent tubes for LED tubes.

- 1.7 million kWh or 1,326 tons of CO2 over its 

 lifespan

Mah Sing Plastics Industries

- Atlas Copco’s GA Variable Speed Drive+ (VSD+) 

 technology closely matches the air demand by 

 automatically adjusting the motor speed. Combined 

 with the innovative design of the iPM (Permanent 

 Magnet) motor.

-  Average cut of 37% in the lifecycle cost of a 

 compressor

-  Energy savings of 8% compared to existing fixed 

 speed compressor installation

Mah Sing Plastics Industries

- MSPI installed 1.24 MW solar PV system  on roof 

 area of factory.

- The solar system not only will help MSPI reduce its 

 utility power costs but also will help on offset CO2 

 Emissions. 

-  Provide about 1505 MWh of solar-generated 

 electricity annually.

-  Offset at least 400 tonnes of carbon dioxide annually.

-  Provide about 1505 MWh of solar-generated 

 electricity annually.

-  Offset at least 400 tonnes of carbon dioxide 

 annually.



M Centura Recorded 
1,000,000 Man Hours 
Without Lost Time Injury
Mah Sing’s M Centura project in Sentul has once 

again achieved another significant milestone, where 

it recorded 1,000,000 man hours without lost time 

injury. In conjunction with the accomplishment, Mah 

Sing’s main contractor for M Centura, Pembinaan Bintang 

Baru Sdn Bhd has organised a Safety and Health 

Week from 17 September 2019 until 24 September 

2019, to continue raising the awareness of the 

workers on safety and health policy at construction 

site, and encouraging the site workers to maintain a 

safe working environment. Various activities were 

conducted during the Safety and Health Week which 

include inspections, demonstration on safety 

measurements, safety quiz contest, health talk, 

gotong royong and more. Winners of the activities 

received certificates and prizes as a recognition for 

their efforts and commitments to the health and 

safety cause on site.

Safety and health of the workers has always been 

one of Mah Sing’s main priorities at the construction 

site. The Group takes the safety of every person on 

site very seriously and follow strict safety standards. 

Mah Sing has a long history with high standard in 

health and safety where D’sara Sentral in Sungai 

Buloh also successfully clocking over 4million safe 

man-hours without any Lost Time Injury during the 

construction process of the project back in 2017. 

These initiatives are in line with SDGs 3 - Health and 

Well-Being as Mah Sing intends to cultivate a strong 

workforce who implement safe work practices in 

every projects across the country by working closely 

with its contractors and consultants. The safe and 

secure working environments that Mah Sing and its 

contractors are practicing also contributed to SDG 

Goal 8 – Decent work and economic growth which include 

foreign labours who work hard to build a living space 

where the buyers called home.

M Centura is one of the rare property gems in Kuala 

Lumpur which offers its future residents a modern 

and convenient lifestyle in a good location, by being 

situated only 5km from the city centre and 7km away 

from Mont Kiara. The location of M Centura allows 

easy access to various parts of the city and suburbs 

via trunk roads and highways and it provides direct 

shuttle bus service to the nearest LRT and MRT stations. 

In addition, M Centura will include an Olympic-length 

swimming pool, wading pool, dual floating gym, 

co-working space, laundry bar and many more on one 

acre which was set aside for facilities. The development 

is designed to incorporate eco-friendly concepts 

such as vertical planting and tree preservation, 

rainwater harvesting, electric vehicle charging stations 

and centralised garbage disposal system. 

            Mah Sing intends to cultivate a strong 

workforce who implement safe work practices in 

every projects across the country by working closely 

with its contractors and consultants.

”Tagline: 

In Mah Sing, WE CARE. 



Training & Employee 
Development

Mah Sing’s vision of inventing sustainable future living that enhances the quality of lives begins with 

building on the greatest asset of Mah Sing, our people (MSians). 

In 2018, Mah Sing People Development Framework was reinvented to focus on: 

Quality Assurance, Sales Success, and Service Value.

Three key outcomes to build a sustainable future lies in building a quality product, building sales champions 

and building a customer-centric culture

In 2019, building in-house sales champions has 

become the top priority in coping with clearing the 

Hi-ROW and unsold units as well as the line-up of 

new project launches. 

In order to carry on the good foundation building 

from 2018 to 2019, we continue to build momentum 

in upskilling Mah Sing’s Property Advisors with the 

eight (8) Sales Success Modules (Table 1) in strengthening 

the core competencies of our Property Advisors. 

            What if you invest in developing your people and they leave?

What if you don't invest in developing your people and they stay?

When you build people, your people will build your business.

”

11,771
Learning Hours

Clocked for MSians at 

Group Level

as at Oct 2019

Table 1: Sales Development Interventions 2018-2019

Year Module Development Interventions

2018 (Phase 1) 1 Personal Excellence: Goal Setting

 2 Sales Success: Sales Excellence

 3 Personal Branding: Great Image

 4 Personal Branding: Social Intelligence

2019 (Phase 2) 5 Sales Success: Teambuilding

 6 Sales Success: Telesales & Prospecting

 7 Sales Success: Handling Objections & Closing

 8 Sales Success: Sales Management

2D1N Teambuilding for Mah Sing’s Property Advisors at Tadom Hill Resorts.

Quality Assurance Sales Success Service Value

Quality Audit to ensure product 

quality meets the QLASSIC and PDI 

requirements.

The ability of interacting, influencing 

and persuading customers tactfully 

to make buying decision.

The ability of interacting, influencing 

and persuading customers tactfully 

to make buying decision.

Superior Quality Implementation 

and control that ensure quality 

products that meets customer 

needs.

Strategically plan and allocate 

resources to optimise effort and 

productivity.

Strategically plan and allocate 

resources to optimise effort, pro-

ductivity, and delighting customers. 

Quality Product Design that will 

increase the saleability of a 

product.

Strong Market Intelligence to enable 

valuable analysis and solution to meet 

customers’ needs.

Strong Market Intelligence to meet 

customers’ functional needs.

Personal Excellence is defined as an individual attribute of surpassing 

the standards of Mah Sing’s expectation. 

SALES, PROFIT & 
NEW PROJECT LAUNCH TARGETS

Strategic

Objective

Strategic

Intervention

Strategic

Intervention

Strategic

Intervention

Strategic

Intervention



Training & Employee 
Development

Since the implementation of the reinvented people development strategy and the shift of focus to building 

in-house sales champions, there was a tremendous improvement of sales productivity of 57% by Property 

Advisors in 2018 even with reduced headcounts (Table 2).  In 2019, we also see a constant improvement in sales 

productivity as well as the “needs based selling” approach to provide better customer experience. 

The reduction of number of hires with a higher sales productivity by Property Advisors suggests that the 

quality of Property Advisors has improved and they are able to perform better through the consistent sales 

development interventions. The results can be further supported by the obvious improvement of retention 

rate of Property Advisors (Table 3). 

Sales Productivity Analysis 2017 vs 2018

Attrition Rate of Mah Sing Property Advisors in 2017, 2018 & 2019

Year             2017             2018

Total No. of Property Advisors              83               74

Sales Revenue per Pax    RM7.59million    RM11.95million

Sales Productivity (RM11.95million – RM7.59million)  
x 100%  = 57%  

                 RM7.59million

Property Advisors 2017 2018 H1 2019 (Annualised)

Number of Hires  57 33 10

Annualised Attrition Rate  51% 58% 32%


